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News media play an important role in diplomacy. Hence, when dealing with diplomatic relations, a question of how 

these media portray the messages of their countries’ leaders is the major concerns of this study. The news coverage 

of Najib’s visit to China is examined comparatively across Malaysian and Chinese newspapers. By employing 

framing as the theoretical framework and content analysis as the research method, this study examined the framing 

process undertaken by the newspapers in reporting diplomatic relations. The results revealed that, although the state 

visit was characterized by a positive tone towards Malaysia and China that described bilateral relations, economic 

consequences frame was most highlighted by Malaysian newspaper, while Chinese newspaper emphasized the 

responsibility frame. Notably, this study found that these two newspapers were inclined to favorably portray their 

respective governments. The dissimilar coverage of a same issue by Malaysian and Chinese newspaper denoted a 

certain degree of cross-national bias reflecting its host cultural, ideological and political perspectives. 

 
Malaysian Prime Minister Najib Abdul Razak’s six-day official visit to China from May 27 to June 1 in 2014 was 

a significant event for Malaysia-China relations as it symbolically marked the 40th anniversary of establishment 

of diplomatic relations between the two countries. Malaysia and China have been enjoying friendly relations with 

each other since Kuala Lumpur normalized ties with Beijing in 1974. Incidentally, this effort was led by Najib’s 

father, the late Tun Abdul Razak Hussein.   

Malaysia was the first Southeast Asian country to establish diplomatic relations with China, and as such has in 

many ways set the pace and scope for ASEAN’s cooperation with China (Liow, 2000). Although Tunku Abdul 

Rahman, the first Prime Minister of Malaysia did not agree to establish diplomatic and political relations with 

China due to the communist internal threat to Malaya, the second Prime Minister Tun Abdul Razak Hussien 

reversed the non-recognition policy in 1974. Subsequently, economic pragmatism became the backbone of 

Malaysia’s China policy, as evidenced by the Malaysian leader’s high-level visits to China, which have always 

been accompanied by large business delegations that resulted in many joint-venture projects (Kuik, 2014). It is 

also seen that Malaysia and China have established the most cordial and productive relationships in the Asia-

Pacific throughout the post-Cold War era, one with implications beyond their bilateral relations (Kuik, 2014). 

However, the ties between Malaysia and China were tested in the disappearance of Malaysian Airlines flight 

MH370 in March 2014, where two thirds of its 239 passengers were Chinese citizens. The bilateral tension was 

 

created by the excessive media coverage of the missing flight MH370, especially when the Chinese media started 

to lay the blame on Malaysian authorities, and consequently led to massive criticism and anger from Chinese 

relatives against Malaysia (Kuik, 2014).  
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Figure 1 demonstrates the research framework of this study: 

The 53 articles collected from the two newspapers were analyzed using descriptive statistics such as frequencies 

and percentage. The first author was the first coder, while the second author was the second coder. During the 

training session, the authors coded 10 articles that were chosen randomly from the sample of this study. 
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Disagreements were analyzed and some additional explanations were included to the coding instruction in the 

code book. Inter-coder reliability was calculated using Holsti’s formula (cited in Wimmer and Dominick, 2006). 

It was found that the inter-coder reliability for news frames was 0.95 and for slant, 0.99. 

 

 

 

The Star 

(n = 35)% 

People’s Daily 

(n = 18)% 

Type: 

Straight news 

Editorials 

Columns 

Letters 

Opinions 

Videos 

Size (mean): 

 

88.57 

2.86 

5.71 

0 

0 

2.86 

416 words 

 

88.89 

0 

11.11 

0 

0 

0 

314 words 

 The Star 

(n = 35)% 

People’s Daily 

(n = 18)% 

Malaysian Prime Minister 

China President 

Officials of Malaysia 

Officials of China 

Others 

47.92 

2.08 

22.92 

14.58 

12.50 

36.67 

6.67 

0 

46.67 

10.00 

6.2 News Sources 

The results in Table 2 demonstrate that Malaysian Prime Minister (47.92%) appeared to be the most dominant 

news source for The Star. Similarly, People’s Daily also obtained most of their information from the Malaysian 

Prime Minister (36.67%). In stark contrast, People’s Daily turned to the officials from China (46.67%) as its most 

important news sources, whereas The Star relied heavier on the officials from Malaysia (22.92%) than the officials 

from China (14.58%). In addition, others were also attributed as their news sources where The Star made up 

12.50% and People’s Daily made up 10.00%. It is noteworthy that none of the Malaysia’s officials were used in 

People’s Daily as its news sources. 

Across the two newspapers, the most frequently cited sources from China’s officials were Li Keqiang, who 

was the Chinese Premier, followed by Foreign Ministry Spokesman, Qin Gang; Chinese Vice Premier, Wang 

Yang; Chinese ambassadors to Malaysia, Huang Huikang; Former Chinese ambassadors to Malaysia, Chaixi and 

Wang Chungui; Chinese Legislator Zhang Dejiang; official from Chinese Consulate; Governor of Shaanxi 

Province, Lou Qinjian; the Great Mosque’s management committee deputy director, Lin Mingzhi; and Beijing 

Foreign Studies University (BFSU)’s President, Peng Long.  

Malaysia officials’ voice was shared by Malaysian Chinese Association (MCA)’s President, Liow Tiong Lai; 

Malaysia Tourism Promotion Board director-general, Datuk Mirza Mohammad Taiyab; Tourism and Culture 

Minister Datuk Seri Mohamed Nazri Abdul Aziz; Youth and Sport Minister Khairy Jamaluddin; Sarawak United 

Peoples' Party (SUPP) secretary-general Prof Dr Sim Hui Kian; Malaysian Government Official; Malaysian 

ambassador to China, Datuk Iskandar Sarudin; Prime Minister’s office spokesman; Defence Minister Datuk Seri 

Hishammuddin Tun Hussein; and former Gerakan president, Koh Tsu Koon. The category of “others” included 

the Chinese family representatives’ committee; the Joint Communique; Sango Taxi Association president, 

Yamane Shigetaka; PosNiaga chief operating officer Bahaman Kamaruzzaman; and several newspapers. 

 



6.3 News Frames 

Table 3 below indicates the percentages for the different news frames found in the newspapers. As demonstrated 

in Table 3, bilateral relations frame was appeared to be the most salient frame in both newspapers, The Star 

(40.43%) and People’s Daily (43.48%). In stark contrast, the economic consequences frame was the second 

dominant frame in The Star (36.17%), whereas People’s Daily demonstrated a strong tendency on emphasizing 

the responsibility frame (34.78%) in the coverage of Najib’s visit to China. 

 

 The Star 

(n = 35)% 

People’s Daily 

(n = 18)% 

Bilateral Relations 40.43 43.48 

Economic Consequences 36.17 8.70 

Domestic Politics 8.51 13.04 

Responsibility 8.51 34.78 

Others 6.38 0 

6.4 Bilateral Relations Frame 

Under the bilateral relations frame, both newspapers highlighted the friendly relations and long-term cooperation 

between Malaysia and China. It was the dominant frame reported in the newspapers that Najib’s visit to China is 

important in strengthening the diplomatic ties between the two nations in conjunction of the 40th anniversary of 

the establishment of China-Malaysia relations on May 31, 2014. 

In People’s Daily’s bilateral relations frame, most voices were shared by Chinese officials. For example, the 

Foreign Ministry spokesman Qin Gang was quoted as saying that China attaches great importance to developing 

the Sino-Malaysian relationship, and will continue to work with Malaysia during a routine press briefing. Qin also 

praised the bilateral ties between Malaysia and China that witnessed healthy and stable development in 

relationship, expanding practical cooperation and sound coordination and cooperation in global and regional 

issues (People’s Daily, 26 May 2014). In addition, Qin expected Najib’s visit to have in depth and broad 

discussions on collaboration and coordination on regional issues and produce more consensus, more results and 

bring bilateral relations to a new high. Describing Najib’s trip as “a very important visit in bilateral relations”, 

Qin underscored China’s commitment to developing ties with Malaysia. Qin also characterized Malaysia as an 

important partner in the ASEAN (People’s Daily, 29 May 2014a). The coverage under bilateral relations frame 

mostly given equal emphasis on the role of both countries. Covering Najib’s visit to China, People’s Daily also 

translated and published an article written by Chaixi, the former Chinese ambassador to Malaysia that provided 

valuable insight into Malaysia-China relations. (People’s Daily, 29 May 2014b).  

On the other hand, The Star reflected the voices of Chinese President Xi Jinping that values Malaysia as a 

trustworthy friend and an important partner. He emphasized that China appreciated the friendly ties with Malaysia 

which began 40 years ago. The Star also used Najib’s saying that although MH370 mystery has been “very painful 

and testing” for both nations, Malaysia and China remained trusting and patient friends (The Star, 31 May 2014a). 

In addition, a columnist of The Star talked about MH370 and Sino-Malaysian relations. He said that although the 

disappearance of the airliner raises questions on whether there will be a backlash of political consequences and 

fundamentally affected bilateral Sino-Malaysian relations, but China-Malaysia relations are remained well and 

good. He added that neither Malaysia nor the Chinese want to rock the boat due to a certain amount of goodwill 

developed between both sides for many years (The Star, 31 May 2014b). A finding of interest was that The Star 

published a special edition of analysis about Najib’s visit to China. According to the article, the newspaper 

described Najib’s visit as, “What the father began, the son is taking to the next level” meaning that Najib continues 

to strengthen the bilateral relations between Malaysia and China after his father, the late Tun Razak who 

established Malaysia-China relations in 1974 (The Star, 1 June 2014a). 

 

6.5 Economic Consequences Frame 

Through adopting the economic consequences frame, The Star devoted more space of the coverage to talk about 

funds, trade and investment agreements that have made between Malaysia and China. In this frame, The Star 

reported the negotiations and decisions made by the Malaysian Prime Minister Najib during his trip. On the second 

day of his visit to China, Najib has visited two key attractions – the Great Mosque of Xi’an and the Museum of 

Qin Terracotta Warriors and Horses. After visiting the Museum of Qin Terracotta Warriors and Horses in the 

capital of China’s northwest Shaanxi province, Xi’an. Najib said that Malaysia has decided to set up the fourth 



 

consulate office in Xi’an. The establishment of the consulate office would facilitate the issuance of visas and then 

help to increase the flow of visitors from this part of China to Malaysia (The Star, 28 May 2014a). In addition, 

Malaysian-owned XianDa Group also plans to invest RMB15bil (RM8bil) in partnership with Tianjin government 

to open the world’s first integrated zero-liquid discharge desalination plant in Tianjin City. Again, Najib was 

quoted by The Star to give an explanation about the desalination project and its expected achievements (The Star, 

29 May 2014; The Star, 30 May 2014).  

The Star also gave voice to the MCA party through its economic consequences frame. In the newspaper, 

MCA president Liow Tiong Lai was cited by The Star in the discussion of some business-related issues. It was 

reported that MCA is positive to play a role in assisting Malaysian SMEs and entrepreneurs to expand to China. 

Liow said that the party could work together with the relevant government agencies and chambers of commerce 

in providing a platform for the businesses to venture into the biggest economy in the region (The Star, 1 June 

2014b). As Najib’s visit to China was significant to push for economic growth of the country, both countries have 

formed a Comprehensive Strategic Partnership for prosperity and growth, and have signed the Five-Year 

Development Programme for Economic and Trade Cooperation. Furthermore, Liow also lauded Najib’s 

announcement to personally helm a special committee to strengthen a comprehensive strategic partnership 

between Malaysia and China. He also said that Chinese President Xi Jinping had agreed to the goal of increasing 

bilateral trade to US$160bil (RM514bil) over the next five years (The Star, 2 June 2014). 

While The Star devoted 36.17% of its coverage to the economic consequences frame, the same frame only 

accounted for 8.70% in People’s Daily. A finding of interest was that one of the news articles published by 

People’s Daily was written with majority of the statements made by Najib at the opening ceremony of China-

Malaysia Economic Summit. Najib said the relationship between China and Malaysia will continue to thrive 

through economic success and true friendship by employing subtle wordplay about Chinese Vice Premier Wang 

Yang’s name – ‘Wang’ means money and ‘Yang’ means love in Malaysian language. In conjunction of the 40th 

anniversary of China-Malaysia relations, both sides have signed a joint communique to achieve a targeted trade 

volume of $160 billion by 2017 in order to enhance their trade links. Additionally, Li concurred that Sino-

Malaysian relations have grown into a towering tree over the four decades, and will blossom and bear fruit in the 

future (People’s Daily, 1 June 2014). 

 

6.6 Responsibility Frame 

Through the responsibility frame, People’s Daily took the opportunity to report on the duty of both state 

governments in dealing with the aftermath of MH370 disaster during Najib’s visit to China. It was mainly reported 

that China called upon the Malaysian government to take further actions against the search for the missing flight. 

For example, People’s Daily reflected the voices of Chinese Premier Li Keqiang that urged Malaysia to lead and 

coordinate with a new search plan for the missing flight as soon as possible and take the investigation seriously. 

Li on behalf of his people also urged Malaysia should respond to passengers’ families’ legitimate appeals and 

settle the issue properly (People’s Daily, 29 May 2014c). On the other hand, People’s Daily also reflected voices 

of Najib that said Malaysia will continue to conduct the search together with China, Australia and other countries, 

and stressed his commitment to finding solutions and answers for the disappearance of the flight (People’s Daily, 

30 May 2014). This provides a comprehensive coverage of how Malaysia and China government take 

responsibilities to settle this issue to the readers. 

While People’s Daily devoted 34.78% of its coverage to the responsibility frame, the same frame only 

accounted for 8.51% in The Star. It was reported that China will not let Malaysia to face the unprecedented 

disappearance of Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 alone. Chinese ambassador to Malaysia, Huang Huikang was 

quoted by The Star saying that China was committed to help and trust Malaysia’s efforts in handling the situation 

from the beginning (The Star, 22 May 2014). Instead, The Star emphasized the significance for Malaysia and 

China standing together to confront the tragedy. 

 

6.7 Domestic Politics Frame 

Under the domestic politics frame, The Star mentioned that Prime Minister Najib interrupted his China’s trip to 

pay his last respects to the late Sultan of Perak by expressing condolences on the demise of Sultan Azlan Shah in 

Malaysia on the night of May 28 (The Star, 28 May 2014b). Besides, The Star also reported that Najib received 

the news from Malaysia regarding the Gerakan’s Datuk Mah Siwe Keong’s victory in the Teluk Intan by-election 

during his visit (The Star, 31 May 2014c). 

 



6.8 Other Frame 

Instead, People’s Daily reported the freed of a Chinese female tourist who was abducted by a group of gunmen 

together with a Filipino staff member of the Singamata Reef Resort in Sabah, Malaysia on April 2, 2014. The 

news source was quoted through Najib’s twitter account that the two women were being saved successfully due 

to the cooperation of the security forces of Malaysia and Philippines. In his trip to China, Najib also informed the 

Chinese side of the release and said the victim would be escorted back to China soon (People’s Daily, 31 May 

2014). Followed up the progress on this incident, People’s Daily reported that the girl has returned home at 

Shanghai, China after she was rescued a week ago (People’s Daily, 3 June 2014).  It is significant to note that The 

Star was rather silent about these incidents during Najib’s trip to China. 

 

6.9 Slants 

An analysis of the slant of the articles revealed that the most apparent stance of both newspapers were neutral in 

most of the articles on Najib’s visit to China. By being neutral in reporting the issue, the coverage conveyed a 

favorable impression for both countries and equally emphasized the role of Malaysia and China in the bilateral 

relations. Although most of the articles were neutral, it is noteworthy that these two newspapers were found to 

have an inclination towards their own countries. The Star showed its supportiveness towards Malaysia (31.43%), 

whereas People’s Daily was supportive to China (22.22%). 

 

 The Star 

(n = 35)% 

People’s Daily 

(n = 18)% 

Supportive towards Malaysia 

Supportive towards China 

Neutral 

31.43 

5.71 

62.86 

5.56 

22.22 

72.22 
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